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Buitd a persuasive

By Dianna

case.

tcLtPART

Booher-

You may hold the position but lack he influence. If you sit behind the boss's
desk, people may have to follow yo r directives, but they don't have to show
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up with enthusiasm and demonstr

loyalty for the long term. Leaders, on
hen and where it counts.

the other hand, wield more power

You've heard this axiom from moti ational speakers and read it in books:
"You don't need a title to be a leade ." But what you do need are the

you-to accept your

communication skills to influence

meone to follow

ideas, to sign off on the proposed

ion, to fund the project, to encourage

a

their network to "show up" for you.
In practical terms, here's how th

leaders distinguish themselves solely by

their communication:

Leaders Build a Persua ive Case
Contrary to popular belief, persuas n, a neutral word, can be used for good
or bad. You can persuade someone

r noble purposes or selfish interests.

When politicians, athletes, movie

rs, or managers slip into crass or

manipulative behavior, we boycott heir events, badmouth their leadership,
and say they have no class.
But when a physician persuades an obese patient to lose weight for the sake
of better health and longer life, we ppiaud. When a parent persuades his

drug-addicted nineteen-year-old to check into rehab, we support the
parent's efforts. When an engineer

ivers a persuasive proposal

chailenging the feasibility of remod ling a building to city safety standards,
we trust that her measurements a

accurate and her conclusions are

ironclad.

Without a doubt, leaders must kno how to articulate their ideas
persuasivelyboth orally and in wri ng.

Leaders Synthesize an Communicate Their
Reasoning
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They do not force you to trudge th

you're surrounded by

a
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ugh all the trees to convince you that

forest. Tha is, they have the ability to gather a lot of

information (incoming emails, cal

, meetings, conversations, reports,

industry news) and synthesize it to raw sound conclusions.
MORE FOR YOU
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ty, She Had A Radical ldea: Sue Us

A common malady in our day, they o not let information paralysis set in.
Instead, they have an uncanny abili to analyze, discard, and combine it to
make sound decisions they can exp ain to others.

Leaders Guide With Ap Questions
For example, if you're serving on

advisory board at work or in the

community, you might lead the

p to do some creative thinking with

these questions:

What specifically about the ast attempts to solve this problem made
therm

fail? In what wavs is t

e current plan under discussion

different?

.

If rnoney were no object, wh

would you like to see happen?

.

How have other industries

ched similar goals?

Six months dor,rm the line,

at if membership (donors, employees)

has dropped 5o percent?

t would be our fallback option?

Or if you are talking with a team

mber (not particularly someone who

reports to you), you might guide th m to rethink their performance and
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outcomesi on a marketing campai

with the following questions:

.

How do you think the mark

.

What did not go as well as y u expected?

.

If you had to do it all over

ng campaign turned out?

in, what would you do differently?

a

May I share my observatio

?

(After you've asked their permission,

they can hardly refuse to lis n. Here's where you might offer
suggestions for improvemen

)

When you do the next camp ign, what steps are you planning to put

in place to maximize the cha ce that X happens as you want it to?

Questions-and their answers from the other person--cause reflection,
refocus, and guide in the appropria e direction.

Leaders Speak

Up-Lit rally

Nowhere is this communication c

racteristic more noticeable than in a

physician's office-particularly in a arge medical office or clinic with zo to
5o staffers interacting with patien . As a caregiver for my elderly parents

during th'e p2sl few years, I've had

ny occasions to talk on the phone with

healthcare staffers to set appointm nts, ask about test results, discuss

treatment options, and provide ins rance and financial information.
Just by voice volume and intensity or lack thereofl-even if the caller were
speaking a foreign language-I can ell you the "status" of another person
calling before they even identify th

lves

fully. For example, when the

cardiologiist's PA (Denise) calls, the voice is firm, clear, confident. When the
cardiologjist's nurse (Ter6) calls, sh sounds childlike: timid, weak,

uncertain.
The next time your credit card com any or phone carrier fouls up and you
have to caLll them about an issue,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/2021
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see

if you can determine whether
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u're talking to a follower or a leader,

who will "o\ y'n" and correct the pro lem.
To communicate like a leader mea

to speak up in a firm, clear, confident

voice.

Communication is how leaders get

rk done.

Dianna Booher is the bestselling a hor of 49 books,

including Cornrnunico:te Like s
communicate clearlg. Follota her

er. She helps organizarrons
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@DiannaBooher.
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